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Save him accordingly she did: but no sooner is he dismissed, and
Faust has made a remark on the multitude of arrows which she is
darting forth on all sides, than Lynceus returns.—carlyle.
The short drives at the beginning of the course of instruction 'were
intended gradually to accustom the novice to the speed, and of giving
him in the pauses an opportunity to fix well in his mind the principles
of the automobile.—Times.
The predecessors of Sir Antony MacDonnell . . . were, to use the
words of the Prime Minister, 'the aiders, advisers, and suggesters of
their official chiefs'.—Times. (The aiders and advisers of a chief are
those who aid and advise him; the suggesters of a chief, then, are those
who suggest him, i.e. who propose him as chief?)
My assiduities expose me rather to her scorn . . . than to the treat-
ment due to a man.—richardson.
One worthy gentleman, who is, perhaps, letter known than popular
in City restaurants, is never known to have lavished even the humblest
copper coin on a waiter.—Titbits.
Its hands require strengthening and its resources increased.—Times.
Analogous, but always incorrect, though excusable in various
degrees, is the equipping of pairs that should be obviously in
double harness with conjunctions or prepositions that do
not match—following neither by or, both by as weU as, and
the like.
Diderot presented a bouquet which was neither well or ill received.—
MORLEY.
Like the Persian noble of old, I ask, 'that I may neither command or
obey5.—emerson.
She would hear nothing of a declaration of war, or give any judgment
on . . •—J. r, green.
It appears, then, that neither the mixed and incomplete empiricism
considered in the third chapter, still less the pure empiricism considered
in the second chapter, affords us . ..—balfour.
Scarcely was the nice new drain finished than several of the children
sickened with diphtheria.—Spectator.
Which differs from that and who in being used both as an adjective
as well as a noun.—h. sweet.
M. Shipoff in one and the same breath denounces innovations, yet
bases the whole electoral system on the greatest innovation in Russian
history.—Times.
It would be equally absurd to attend to all the other parts of an
engine and to neglect the principal source of its energy—the firebox—•
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